Same-sex marriage – Inconsistency between Commonwealth and Territory Laws
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Introduction
The Australian Capital Territory, in enacting the Marriage Equality (Same Sex) Act 2013
(ACT), is relying, in part, on the fact that the inconsistency rule that applies to its laws is
narrower than the constitutional provision that applies to inconsistency between
Commonwealth and State laws. It argues that even if the Commonwealth’s Marriage Act
1961 (Cth) is intended to cover the field with respect to all forms of marriage in
Australia, this does not have an impact upon the operative effect of the ACT’s Marriage
Equality (Same Sex) Act 2013, which will continue in operation ‘to the extent that it is
capable of operating concurrently with’ the Commonwealth law.
This paper considers the history of inconsistency between Territory and Commonwealth
laws. It seeks to identify the source of the inconsistency rule in s 28 of the Australian
Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 (Cth), and to provide alternative
approaches to its interpretation and application.
Territories and Inconsistency
Section 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution only applies to inconsistency between
Commonwealth and State laws. It does not apply in relation to Territory laws. 1
Commonwealth laws apply in the territories and bind the courts, judges and people of the
territories, because the territories form ‘part of the Commonwealth’ 2 for the purposes of
covering clause 5 of the Constitution. The Commonwealth Parliament also has a plenary
head of power to make laws ‘for the government of any territory surrendered by any State
to and accepted by the Commonwealth’ under s 122 of the Commonwealth Constitution.
Both the Northern Territory 3 and the Australian Capital Territory 4 were surrendered to
the Commonwealth by States, and accepted by the Commonwealth.
Prior to the attainment of self-government, the rule of repugnancy applied to conflicts
between ordinances made by the Governor-General with respect to the territories and
Commonwealth laws. 5 In the Australian Capital Territory, an ordinance-making power
was conferred upon the Governor-General by s 12 of the Seat of Government
(Administration) Act 1910 (Cth). Dixon J, in Federal Capital Commission v Laristan
Building and Investment Co Pty Ltd, held that s 12 ‘could not, in my opinion, be read as
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authorizing the Governor-General to make ordinances repugnant to a Commonwealth
statute’. 6 Brennan J added in a later case that s 12 also does not ‘sustain an Ordinance if
it becomes repugnant to a later Act of the Parliament’. 7 Hence, even if an Ordinance was
initially validly made, the legislative provision that supported it would cease to sustain its
operation if a later Commonwealth law came into conflict with the Ordinance.
One critical difference between the doctrine of repugnancy and that of inconsistency
under s 109 of the Constitution is that repugnancy affects the power to make a law, 8
whereas s 109 inconsistency affects only the operative effect of the law. 9 On this basis, if
a Territory law was repugnant to a Commonwealth law, it would be invalid, meaning that
there was no power to make the law or that the power sustaining its continuing existence
ceased to apply. The legislative power conferred upon a territory would be read as
excluding any power to enact laws that are repugnant to Commonwealth laws.
Another possible difference arises from uncertainty as to whether the concept of
repugnancy covers only direct inconsistency or extends as far as the ‘cover the field’
form of indirect inconsistency. 10 Brennan J argued, in Webster v MacIntosh, that one
must focus on interpreting the conflicting inferior law, rather than on limiting the scope
of operation of the superior law. He contended:
Where one of the laws is an Act of the Parliament and the other is an Ordinance
of the Australian Capital Territory made under s 12 of the Seat of Government
(Administration) Act 1910 (Cth), the relevant question is not whether the Act can
be so construed as to leave room for the operation of the Ordinance, but whether
the Ordinance is repugnant to the Act. 11
Brennan J concluded that there was no power to make an Ordinance that was repugnant
to a Commonwealth law. 12
Self-Government and inconsistency rules
The High Court has previously accepted that the Commonwealth Parliament has power
under s 122 of the Constitution to grant self-government to a territory, including its own
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representative institutions. 13 The Commonwealth can only grant to the territories such
powers as the Commonwealth has itself (eg, through s 122), although even those powers
may be limited by additional implications, so that the Commonwealth cannot confer upon
the ACT Legislative Assembly the Commonwealth’s power to impose excises. 14 When
the Legislative Assembly exercises its powers, it is not exercising the Commonwealth’s
legislative power as an agent or delegate, but its own power as a legislative body. 15 The
Commonwealth has neither abdicated nor delegated its legislative power – instead, it has
created ‘a legislature with its own legislative powers concurrent with, and of the same
nature as, the powers of the [Commonwealth] Parliament.’ 16
The conflict is not, therefore, one between two Commonwealth laws, but rather, one
between the laws of two legislative bodies, one of which was created by, and received its
powers from, the other. In those circumstances, the law of the superior legislative body
prevails. 17 As Kirby J put it:
[I]n a case where the apparent inconsistency arises at the intersection of a federal
and sub-federal law, if the former be constitutionally valid and applicable, it has
primacy. 18
Self-government was granted to the Northern Territory in 1978, to Norfolk Island in 1979
and the Australian Capital Territory in 1988. In each case the issue of inconsistency
between territory laws and Commonwealth laws was dealt with differently.
Inconsistency in the Northern Territory
In the Northern Territory, no provision was included in the Northern Territory (SelfGovernment) Act 1978 (Cth) concerning inconsistency of laws. Although s 109 did not
apply, it was assumed that the repugnancy principle outlined above would continue to
apply where there was inconsistency between territory and Commonwealth laws.
13
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This position is qualified, but also reinforced, by an exception. The Northern Territory
Legislative Assembly was given the power in s 57 of the Northern Territory (SelfGovernment) Act to amend or repeal any existing laws in force in the Northern Territory
at the time self-government was granted, including Ordinances previously made by the
Commonwealth, but not Acts of the Commonwealth Parliament or instruments made
under them. Hence, the Legislative Assembly’s powers did not include the power to
enact laws that would, if they had full effect, impliedly amend or repeal existing
Commonwealth laws. 19 Gleeson CJ and Gummow J noted in Northern Territory v
GPAO that the power in s 6 of the Northern Territory (Self-Government) Act to make
laws for the peace, order and good government of the Territory is made ‘subject to this
Act’ and therefore ‘subject to the limitation found in s 57 upon the power to alter or
repeal laws in force in the Territory immediately before the commencing date.’ 20 They
went on to observe:
It is consistent with the imposition of this limitation upon the power of the
Legislative Assembly with respect to pre-existing laws of the Commonwealth that
no provision is made in the Self-Government Act with respect to the alteration or
repeal by the Legislative Assembly of laws subsequently enacted by the
Parliament of the Commonwealth. The phrase “to make laws for the peace, order
and good government of the Territory” in s 6 of the Self-Government Act should
not be construed as conferring such an extensive form of authority. 21
This approach is consistent with the previous repugnancy test – that it operates as a
limitation on the power to enact the law, rather than upon the operative effect of a valid
law. It is a position also supported by Brennan J in R v Kearney; Ex parte Japanangka22
and by Lockhart J in Attorney-General (Northern Territory) v Hand. 23 One consequence
of this approach is that it gives rise to timing issues. Leeming has put the position thus:
If the Territory’s law is later in time, then the question will be whether the
Territory’s law-making power authorises a law which conflicts with the
Commonwealth law (answer: no, save for the Commonwealth delegated
legislation in force in the Territory prior to self-government for which express
provision has been made; the grant of legislative power is not construed so as to
authorise Territory laws which conflict with present or future laws of the
Commonwealth). On the other hand, if the Commonwealth law is later in time,
the question is whether there has been by necessary implication a restriction in the
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operation of the Territory law by reason of a cutting down of the law-making
power in the Self-Government Act. 24
Accordingly, as the Marriage Act 1961 (Cth) was a pre-existing law at the time selfgovernment was achieved in the Northern Territory, s 57 makes it clear that the
Legislative Assembly could not amend or repeal the application of the Marriage Act in
the Northern Territory and would not have the power to enact any law inconsistent with
it. As for the amendments to the Marriage Act made in 2004, they occurred after selfgovernment so that s 57 does not apply in relation to them. Nonetheless, the scope of s 6
would appear to be impliedly limited so that the Northern Territory Legislative Assembly
would have no legislative power to enact a law that is repugnant to, or inconsistent with,
the application of an existing Commonwealth law.
If the Northern Territory were to enact a same-sex marriage law, the question would then
be whether or not the law was inconsistent with a Commonwealth law. This raises the
question of whether inconsistency, for these purposes, includes the form of indirect
inconsistency that utilises a ‘cover the field’ test. This was addressed in detail by
Gleeson CJ and Gummow J in Northern Territory v GPAO:
There may be discerned in a law which is of general application throughout the
nation and is made by the Parliament in exercise of a power conferred by s 51 of
the Constitution the legislative intention to make exhaustive or exclusive
provision on the subject with which it deals. Section 109 of the Constitution then
will apply on the footing that “when the Parliament appears to have intended that
the Federal law shall be a complete statement of the law governing a particular
relation or thing… the operation of the Federal law would be impaired if the State
law were allowed to affect the matter at all”. 25 In such a case, it is to be expected
also that this field will be covered with respect to the territories. For example,
one would be slow to attribute to the Parliament the intention that a law with
respect to defence would occupy two fields and, in that sense, operate
differentially across Australia, or that a law with respect to marriage would
segregate the population by a criterion of residence in a territory rather than
elsewhere in Australia. 26
We can therefore be relatively confident that the High Court would be reluctant to
attribute to the Parliament an intention to exclude the application of the covering the field
test to cases of inconsistency between Commonwealth and Territory laws, where the
Commonwealth law covers the field to the exclusion of State laws. The absurdity of the
result, as noted in relation to both defence and marriage, would suggest that the High
Court would not lightly reach such a conclusion. Hence, it would be reasonable to
conclude that if the Northern Territory Legislative Assembly were to enact a same-sex
marriage law, and the Commonwealth’s Marriage Act was regarded as covering the
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entire field of marriage, then the Northern Territory law would be invalid, as it would be
beyond the legislative power of the Northern Territory Legislative Assembly to enact it.
Inconsistency in Norfolk Island
The position in Norfolk Island and the Australian Capital Territory, however, is
potentially different from that of the Northern Territory because of the application of
express rules regarding inconsistency. The form of self-government achieved in Norfolk
Island is in some ways greater in scope than that of the Northern Territory.
Commonwealth laws only extend to Norfolk Island if it is specifically stated in those
laws that they do so. 27 An example is s 8 of the Marriage Act 1961 (Cth), which
expressly applies the entirety of the Act to Norfolk Island, supporting an intention to
cover the field of marriage right across Australia, including Norfolk Island and the
external territories of Christmas Island and the Cocos Islands.
The consequence is that while Norfolk Island could not enact a law inconsistent with the
Marriage Act, it can enact laws that deal with issues such as immigration and customs
that are inconsistent with Commonwealth laws that apply on mainland Australia.28
However, given the small size of Norfolk Island, there are also greater oversight
constraints imposed upon it. For example, when the Norfolk Island Legislative Assembly
makes laws affecting certain listed subjects, such as fisheries, customs, immigration,
education and industrial relations, the Administrator has to act on the advice of the
responsible Commonwealth Minister (rather than the Norfolk Island Executive Council)
in giving assent to such laws. 29 Further the Governor-General can disallow laws within
six months of assent.30 Certain other types of laws must be reserved for the GovernorGeneral’s consent. 31 Critically, in rare circumstances, the Governor-General can make an
Ordinance that applies as part of Norfolk Island law. 32 It is in relation to these
ordinances, that an express rule regarding inconsistency was included in the Norfolk
Island Act 1979 (Cth).
Section 29(1) of the Act provides:
29. (1) Where an enactment made [by the Norfolk Island Legislative Assembly] is
inconsistent with an Ordinance made by the Governor-General under section 27,
the latter shall prevail, and the former shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be
invalid, but an enactment and an Ordinance shall not be taken for the purposes of
this sub-section to be inconsistent to the extent that they are capable of operating
concurrently.
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As the making of an ordinance by the Governor-General amounts to a direct interference
in the legal system of Norfolk Island, it makes sense to narrow the extent of that
interference to one of direct inconsistency. The burden is placed upon the GovernorGeneral (as advised by Commonwealth Ministers) to be precise about the form of
inconsistency that such an ordinance would produce in relation to Norfolk Island laws. If
the Ordinance is capable of operating concurrently with local laws, then it will do so. As
for conflicts between other Commonwealth laws applying to Norfolk Island and local
laws, this was left to the previous repugnancy doctrine, as applied in the Northern
Territory.
Inconsistency in the Australian Capital Territory
The early reports on self-government for the Australian Capital Territory exhibited
similar concerns to those in relation to Norfolk Island. On the one hand, it was not
considered necessary to make a specific rule about inconsistency, because it was assumed
that any Legislative Assembly of the ACT would be a subordinate body exercising
delegated legislative power and it could not make laws that conflicted with
Commonwealth laws. 33 The 1984 Task Force report on self-government for the ACT
observed that:
As subordinate legislation, laws made by the ACT legislature will be subject to
the overriding effect of Commonwealth Acts: if ACT laws are inconsistent with
such Acts, they will be invalid at least to the extent of such inconsistency. 34
It also recognized that the Commonwealth had certain federal roles which it would
perform in a uniform manner throughout the Commonwealth:
As the national government the Commonwealth exercises most of its functions,
for example, defence, foreign affairs and social security, uniformly throughout
Australia. It is not appropriate for the ACT elements of these functions to be
transferred to an ACT Government. 35
While this paragraph of the report was directed at the question of the transfer of executive
power, it does acknowledge the intended uniformity of Commonwealth legislation within
its heads of power and the inappropriateness of ACT involvement in them. It would
therefore appear surprising if it was intended that the ACT’s laws operate within such
fields in the absence of direct inconsistency.
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The 1988 proposal that immediately preceded the enactment of the Australian Capital
Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988, stated simply that ‘Assembly law is subordinate to
Commonwealth law’. It did not make any qualifications to this state of affairs. 36
However, as Canberra is the national capital and houses important departments of state, it
was regarded as necessary that the Commonwealth be able to legislate quickly and
specifically for the ACT in order to protect the Commonwealth’s interests. Thus, like
Norfolk Island, there were two types of Commonwealth law in issue – those that applied
specifically to the ACT, which were intended to override local ACT laws, and those that
applied generally as Commonwealth laws across the nation.
It was the first category where there was a desire to ensure that if the Commonwealth was
interfering with self-government by imposing specific laws for the ACT only, it did so by
way of a directly inconsistent law, rather than through indirect (cover the field)
inconsistency. Thus, when a Task Force in 1976 recommended that the GovernorGeneral retain a power to make ordinances for the ACT, which would be able to override
local ACT laws, it recommended the inclusion of a provision stating that such a
Commonwealth ordinance shall not be taken as overriding an ACT law unless the
ordinance is expressly stated to do so or unless the ACT law is inconsistent with an
express provision of the ordinance. 37 This approach, which was later refined and applied
in relation to Norfolk Island in 1979, was also largely followed in the Australian Capital
Territory Council Bill 1986. Clause 48 of the Bill retained the power of the GovernorGeneral to legislate for the ACT by making ordinances, but the Bill applied an
inconsistency provision that acknowledged that there would be no inconsistency where
the two laws could operate concurrently. While this Bill was blocked in the Senate, it
formed a template for much of the later 1988 Act.
The Discussion Paper which preceded the 1988 Act also proposed that the GovernorGeneral continue ‘to have the power to make laws in respect of matters for which the
Assembly has legislative power’. This was expressly included in cl 34 of the Australian
Capital Territory (Self-Government) Bill as first introduced into the House of
Representatives. However, the Opposition objected to the provision 38 and the deal
negotiated with the Government was that the Governor-General’s ordinance-making
power would be confined to those subjects upon which the Commonwealth retained
control and would not extend to those functions granted to the ACT. 39 Hence the original
1976 rationale behind the requirement for direct inconsistency where an Ordinance made
by the Governor-General interfered with self-government by overriding local territory
laws was lost, without any alteration being made to the inconsistency clause.
36
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The difference, however, between the Norfolk Island provision and the ACT
inconsistency clauses in the 1986 and 1988 Bills is that the latter two were not confined
to conflicts between the Governor-General’s Ordinances and local laws. They were
drafted more simply in a way that picked up inconsistency with all Commonwealth
laws. 40 One would assume that there must have been a reason for making that change.
What is interesting from the drafting record is the complete absence of any observation
that such a change was being made or about its purpose or significance. None of the
reports, discussion papers or other documents on the development of self-government, to
which I have had access, 41 has shown any intention to narrow the scope of inconsistency
in the Australian Capital Territory so that it excludes indirect inconsistency with
Commonwealth laws that apply generally across Australia. It would be very surprising,
if that was the intention, that it was not noted in any of the significant reports. This is
particularly so given the intense focus in those documents upon protecting the
Commonwealth’s position and retaining its control.
The interpretation of s 28 of the ACT Self-Government legislation
Section 28 of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 (Cth)
provides:
28 (1) A provision of an enactment [of the Legislative Assembly] has no effect to
the extent that it is inconsistent with a law defined by subsection (2), but such a
provision shall be taken to be consistent with such a law to the extent that it is
capable of operating concurrently with that law.
(2) In this section:
"law" means:
(a) a law in force in the Territory (other than an enactment or a
subordinate law); or
(b) an order or determination, or any other instrument of a legislative
character, made under a law falling within paragraph (a).
While the drafting history might suggest that there was no intention to exclude the
application of an indirect inconsistency test in relation to the application of
Commonwealth laws of general application, the courts will also look to the meaning of
the express words in the provision and the context in which they were enacted.
Two conclusions may be drawn from the express words. First, the provision is not
directed towards the power to make the law, but rather the operative effect of the law. 42
40
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Instead of there being any implied limitation imposed upon the ACT Legislative
Assembly’s power to enact such laws, there is Commonwealth legislative acceptance of
their validity but lack of operative effect where inconsistency arises. This appears to
evince an intention to adopt the s 109 approach to inconsistency, rather than the earlier
repugnancy approach.
Secondly, s 28 would appear on its face to exclude the operation of indirect inconsistency
by exhibiting an intention to accept the concurrent operation of Territory and
Commonwealth legislation, as long as there is no direct inconsistency. Can this apparent
intention be taken at face value or can it be interpreted differently when taking into
account the context in which it was enacted?
The context in which s 28 was enacted
Similar terminology has been used in Commonwealth Acts since at least 1974. It appears
that the first Commonwealth provision to use the same terminology concerning laws
‘capable of operating concurrently’, was one that applied to inconsistency between the
Canberra Water Supply (Googong Dam) Act 1974 (Cth) and any New South Wales laws
picked up and applied to the Googong Dam area by the Commonwealth Places
(Application of Laws) Act 1970 (Cth). It therefore dealt with a conflict between two
types of Commonwealth laws – one directly enacted by the Commonwealth Parliament
and others originally enacted by a State Parliament, but given application by a
Commonwealth Act.
Shortly afterwards, a more relevant use of the phrase was made in s 19 of the Financial
Corporations Act 1974 (Cth) and s 37 of the Foreign Takeovers Act 1975 (Cth). In each
case the provision stated that the Act was not intended to exclude or limit the operation of
any laws of a State or Territory, in so far as those laws were capable of operating
concurrently with the Act. The purpose appeared to be the clarification of the fact that
the particular Act was not intended to cover the field, so that the operation of a State or
Territory law would only be affected where there was a direct inconsistency. A similar,
and more highly litigated, provision was included in s 74 of the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act 1976 (Cth), which provided that the Act ‘does not affect the
application to Aboriginal land of a law or the Northern Territory to the extent that the law
is capable of operating concurrently with this Act’. 43
Meanwhile, the High Court also began to recognise that the Commonwealth could not
only cover the field, but could also clear the field if it expressed its intention clearly
enough. For example, in 1977 Mason J noted in Palmdale-AGCI Ltd v Workers’
Compensation Commission (NSW):
[A] Commonwealth statute may provide that it is not intended to make exhaustive
or exclusive provision with respect to the subject with which it deals thereby
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enabling State laws, not in direct conflict with a Commonwealth law, to have an
operation. 44
The statutory recognition of the potential concurrent operation of laws became most
prominent as a consequence of the High Court’s judgment in Viskauskas v Niland. The
Court held that the provisions of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 (NSW) concerning
racial discrimination were inoperative because they were inconsistent with the Racial
Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth). Both Acts covered the issue of racial discrimination.
The Court observed that the subject matter of the Commonwealth Act ‘suggests that it is
intended to be exhaustive and exclusive’ and its terms suggested that it was intended ‘as a
complete statement of the law for Australia relating to racial discrimination.’ 45 There
were differences between the procedures and remedies provided by the two Acts. The
Court concluded that this also resulted in inconsistency. 46
The Commonwealth Parliament disagreed with the High Court’s interpretation and one
month later it enacted s 6A of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth), which provided:
6A(1) This Act is not intended, and shall be deemed never to have been intended,
to exclude or limit the operation of a law of a State or Territory that furthers the
objects of the Convention and is capable of operating concurrently with this Act.
While the retrospective effect of this provision was held by a slim majority of the High
Court to be invalid,47 the Court accepted that in its prospective operation, the Parliament
could make clear its intention not to cover the field by the use of such words. 48
These cases were particularly controversial at the time. The Fiscal Powers SubCommittee of the Australian Constitutional Convention saw Viskauskas v Niland as an
example of a case where Parliament had not intended to cover the field, but the Court had
been too ready to attribute to Parliament an intention to do so. It recommended that the
Commonwealth legislate to reverse the onus of establishing an intention to cover the field
so that ‘no law of the Commonwealth shall be construed to exclude the operation of a law
of a State by reason that the Commonwealth law evinces an intention to exclusively
regulate the subject matter dealt with by that law, unless such an intention appears by
express statement in the Commonwealth law or its existence is logically necessary’. 49
This recommendation was taken up by the Australian Constitutional Convention in 1985,
along with a further recommendation that the practice of inserting provisions into
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Commonwealth laws that save the application of State laws be continued and extended.50
Both recommendations were also supported, with slightly different wording, by the
Constitutional Commission in 1988. 51
The Fiscal Powers Sub-Committee also addressed the somewhat different problem of
whether a State law actually intrudes into the field that the Commonwealth intends to
cover, or whether it deals with a matter in a different field and can run in parallel with the
Commonwealth laws. It described the problem and its proposed solution as follows:
One problem that arises, for example, is where both a State and a Commonwealth
law touch upon the same factual situation but from a different perspective or for a
different purpose. It should not necessarily be the case that in these circumstances
the State law is invalidated on the ground that it has encroached upon a field
covered by the Commonwealth law. In some cases the High Court has expressly
accepted that a State law which touches upon the same factual situation as the
Commonwealth law does not intrude into the same field unless it does so on a
basis that forms an element of the subject matter intended to be regulated by the
Commonwealth law. In other cases, however, there is little detailed consideration
of this issue and a tendency on the part of the Court to assume that a State law
which touches upon the same factual situation as the Commonwealth law is
invalid as soon as it is determined that the Commonwealth law covers the field. 52
The Sub-Committee therefore recommended that Commonwealth legislation be enacted
‘to the effect that no law of the Commonwealth shall be construed as intending to exclude
the operation of a law of a State by reason only that the State law applies to the same
subject matter as the Commonwealth law, unless the State law alters, impairs or detracts
from the effect of that law’. 53 This recommendation (known as B2P) was approved by
the Australian Constitutional Convention in 1985, 54 but was subsequently discarded as
unnecessary in 1988 by the Constitutional Commission on the basis that it merely
reflected current law. 55
This was the context into which s 28 of the Australian Capital Territory (SelfGovernment) Act 1988 (Cth) and its earlier counterpart, cl 42 of the Australian Capital
Territory Council Bill 1986 (Cth), were born. There was a history of using terminology
concerning the concurrent operation of laws as a means of denying an intention to cover
the field. There was a recognised public interest in requiring the Commonwealth to be
explicit about any intention to cover the field. Finally, there was an argument that State
50
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laws should not be automatically denied operation if they concern factual matters that are
also dealt with by Commonwealth laws where there is no actual conflict.
The literal interpretation of s 28
In that context, how should s 28 be interpreted? Is it really an attempt to exclude the
covering the field test in relation to Commonwealth laws applying in the ACT, or can it
be given a more nuanced interpretation? There is little in the way of authority on the
matter. The most relevant appears to be some obiter dicta from Gleeson CJ and
Gummow J in Northern Territory v GPAO – a case that concerned inconsistency in the
Northern Territory, rather than the Australian Capital Territory. Their Honours made the
following comment in attempting to contrast the ACT provision against the position in
the Northern Territory:
It will be apparent that s 28 operates not as a denial of power otherwise conferred
by s 8, but as a denial of effect to a law so made “to the extent” of its
inconsistency. To that extent the analogy with s 109 will be apparent. However,
the criterion for inconsistency – incapacity of concurrent operation – is narrower
than that which applies under s 109, where the federal law evinces an intention to
make exhaustive or exclusive provision upon a topic within the legislative power
of the Commonwealth. 56
While such a view could clearly be taken of other provisions in Commonwealth Acts that
use the same wording to ensure that the particular Act is not taken to cover the field, it is
harder to justify such an interpretation of s 28. This is because all the other examples
noted above, except for Norfolk Island (which was confined to a very small category of
Ordinances to be made in the future), involved the Commonwealth Parliament asserting
that a particular Act of that Parliament was not intended to cover the field. In those
cases, the Parliament was directly addressing a specific Commonwealth law and the
extent of its intended application. In contrast, s 28 deals blindly with all Commonwealth
Acts that might come into conflict with ACT laws. How can the Commonwealth
Parliament, at that moment in 1988, express such an intention in relation to all previous
Commonwealth laws or purport to do so in relation to future Commonwealth laws? How
can it intend that some of its laws cover the field completely and exhaustively in relation
to a particular subject-matter, but somehow cease to be complete and exhaustive with
respect to that subject-matter when they apply in the Australian Capital Territory? Either
the intention to cover the field completely and exhaustively exists or it does not.
One explanation for s 28 might be that it was intended to be the vanguard for a broader
proposal to implement the recommendations of the Australian Constitutional Convention
56
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and the Constitutional Commission, requiring the Commonwealth to be more explicit
about when it intended to cover the field. In the case of the ACT, such an experiment
would have been counter-balanced by the Commonwealth’s retention of power, through
the Governor-General, to disallow any ACT law that trespassed into fields that the
Commonwealth intended to cover in their entirety. 57 Certainly, all the reports on selfgovernment leading up to its implementation emphasised the need for the
Commonwealth to be able to disallow ACT legislation, either through the
Commonwealth Parliament 58 or the Governor-General, 59 as a means of limiting the
exercise of a grant of plenary legislative power to the ACT Legislative Assembly. 60 It
could then be argued that this balance had been upset, perhaps unintentionally, 61 by the
repeal of the disallowance power by the Territories Self Government Legislation
Amendment (Disallowance and Amendment of Laws) Act 2011 (Cth).
An alternative interpretation of s 28
One possible way of interpreting s 28 is that its terms should be read in the light of the
move away from the doctrine of repugnancy, which is directed at the power to make and
sustain the validity of a law, to a doctrine of inconsistency, which is directed at the
effective operation of a valid law. Where the doctrine of repugnancy applies, there is no
power to enact the repugnant law, hence there is no capacity to read it down to avoid an
inconsistency. This different rule of inconsistency, however, casts open the possibility of
reading down a law so that it can continue to operate concurrently with a Commonwealth
law to which it would otherwise be inconsistent. It could be argued, therefore, that the
last clause of s 28(1) simply reflects that fact and does not purport to affect the operation
of Commonwealth laws. 62
One might well take that approach further, by arguing that s 28 is intended to
accommodate the possibility of concurrently operating laws in circumstances where the
Commonwealth has not intended to cover the field, or where, as in Recommendation B2P
of the Australian Constitutional Convention, the Commonwealth has intended to cover
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the field but although the two laws relate to the same factual matter they can be
interpreted as falling within different fields. 63 The Explanatory Memorandum to the
Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act suggested as much. It stressed the
pre-eminence of Commonwealth law while noting merely the possibility that an
Assembly law could operate concurrently with Commonwealth laws. It did not assert
any intention to limit the application of Commonwealth laws so that they do not cover the
field. The Explanatory Memorandum stated:
This clause provides that laws of the Assembly are subordinate to Commonwealth
Acts, regulations made under those Acts, Ordinances, regulations made under
those Ordinances and to other Commonwealth instruments of a legislative
character.
However, an Assembly law may operate concurrently with
Commonwealth laws.
Leeming has also argued that s 28 is not directed towards limiting the application of
Commonwealth laws, but rather towards the interpretation of Territory laws:
Section 28(1) requires, where possible, a confined legal meaning to be given to
Territory laws so as to enable their concurrent operation. It is not a confirmatory
provision to the effect that the Commonwealth law is not to be taken to be
exhaustive, rather it is a constraint upon the operation of the Territory law. 64
This approach is similar to that of Brennan J in Webster v MacIntosh, where he observed
that ‘the relevant question is not whether the Act can be so construed as to leave room for
the operation of the Ordinance, but whether the Ordinance is repugnant to the Act’. 65
The focus, therefore, is placed upon the scope of the ACT enactment and whether it can
be read down in such a way as to avoid inconsistency with the Commonwealth law. 66 On
this interpretation, s 28 does not alter or affect the scope of the application of the
Commonwealth law or any intention that it cover the field. If the ‘co-existence of the
two sets of provisions’ in the ACT and Commonwealth laws respecting marriage
produced ‘an antinomy inadmissible in any coherent system of law’, 67 then the ACT
enactment would be inoperative to the extent of the inconsistency.
This approach has two advantages. First, it avoids the conceptual absurdity of
Commonwealth laws that evince an intention to cover the field, but which, according to
another law enacted by another Commonwealth Parliament at a different time, are not
intended to cover the field in their application in the Australian Capital Territory.
Secondly, it is consistent with the approach taken by a majority of the High Court in
Capital Duplicators [No 1], which concluded that the self-governing territories were to
be treated, by analogy, as being subject to the same constraints in their relationship with
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the Commonwealth as apply to the States. This relationship was described by Gaudron J
as follows:
Given that the Internal Territories are constituent parts of the Commonwealth,
both geographically and politically, it is also arguable that, as s 122 appears in Ch
VI which is concerned with the admission and establishment of new States, it only
authorizes the alteration of their status from dependent Territory to that involving
a separate body politic with separate organs of government, on the basis that, as
separate bodies politic, they are subject to the same restraints as the Constitution
imposes on the States. 68
On this basis, even though s 109 does not formally apply, the same principles apply
regarding inconsistency between Commonwealth and Territory laws, including the
application of the cover the field test. It is then at least arguable that it is incompetent for
the Commonwealth Parliament to purport to remove this form of inconsistency on a
blanket basis in circumstances where it is clear that particular laws do in fact evince an
intention to cover the field.
The possibility of a clash between an intention to cover the field manifested by the terms
of the Act and an expressed intention not to cover the field was raised by Gibbs CJ in
University of Wollongong v Metwally. He speculated that:
It is perhaps possible to imagine a case in which a Commonwealth Act did in
truth fully cover the whole field with which it dealt, notwithstanding that it said
that it was not intended to do so, but such a case may be left for consideration
until it arises. 69
Such a conflict is more likely to arise when the statement of intention that a law not cover
the field is included in a separate Act and applied generally to all laws, or a class of laws,
rather than a statement in a specific law about the intended coverage of that particular
law. There is a better case for arguing that a general expression of an intention not to
cover the field may be defeated by a law that in fact does cover the whole field.
The temporal problem
Finally, even if this alternative approach is not taken and s 28 is regarded as effectively
excluding indirect inconsistency from the assessment of potential conflicts between
Commonwealth and ACT laws, there is still a temporal problem that needs to be
addressed. If s 28 had the effect of clearing the field with respect to existing
Commonwealth Acts in 1988, so that Territory laws could have a concurrent operation
where there was no direct inconsistency, any later Commonwealth law that covers the
field may yet be regarded as impliedly repealing s 28 to that extent.70
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This temporal aspect works awkwardly in relation to marriage. The Marriage Act 1961
(Cth), which it would be fair to say was intended to cover the field of marriage to the
exclusion of existing State and Territory laws, 71 was enacted prior to 1988 and would
therefore be subject to s 28 and the expression of an intention that Territory laws be
capable of operating concurrently with it. However, the 2004 amendments made by the
Marriage Amendment Act 2004 (Cth) were enacted after 1988. To the extent that they
are intended to cover the field, they may impliedly repeal s 28 of the Australian Capital
Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 (Cth).
The Explanatory Memorandum to the Marriage Amendment Act 2004 (Cth) states that:
The purpose of the Marriage Amendment Bill 2004 (‘the Bill’) is to give effect to
the Government’s commitment to protect the institution of marriage by ensuring
that marriage means a union of a man and a woman and that same sex
relationships cannot be equated with marriage. [my emphasis]
It would appear clear from this statement that it was the intention of the Commonwealth
Parliament to cover a field that was sufficiently wide to exclude not only the marriage of
same-sex couples but also any law that seeks to equate same sex relationships with
marriage. This is precisely what the Marriage Equality (Same Sex) Act 2013 (ACT)
purports to do, both in name and substance. How one applies this temporal application
where an amending Act enacted after 1988 amends a principal Act enacted before 1988,
is unclear. However, at the very least there is a plausible argument that the Marriage
Amendment Act 2004 (Cth), on its own, was intended to cover the field to the exclusion
of the Territory Act, and that this had the effect of overriding any contrary application of
s 28 of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 (Cth). The
Marriage Equality (Same Sex) Act 2013, to the extent that it establishes a category of
same-sex marriage that is to be equated with marriage, would ‘alter, impair or detract
from the operation of a law of the Commonwealth Parliament’ and to that extent would
be invalid. 72
Conclusion
Regardless of what outcome one might wish to be achieved in relation to same-sex
marriage, it feels intuitively wrong that certain Commonwealth laws cover the field to the
exclusion of all State laws and all other territory laws, but not in relation to the laws of
the Australian Capital Territory. While the words of s 28 of the Australian Capital
Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 do on their face potentially support such an
outcome, the drafting history and context do not. This paper has attempted to show that
there are other ways in which s 28 might be explained and interpreted. Like many
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aspects of the same-sex debate, it is not a matter of clear-cut black and white distinctions,
leaving the High Court with a range of difficult issues to resolve.

